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With 20 years in the wine
industry, Von's career has taken
her from wine sales and wine
educator, to working harvest and
making wine. She is a published photojournalist, holds an
Advanced WSET certificate, has
hosted a web-radio wine show,
co-authored a book and continues to write about wine. Email
her with any questions or comments: wynelady@sonic.net

I

'm on a quest. A search
for excitement – new
varietals and new places! Yes, I know we live
in wine country heaven but
there's so much more when
it comes to wine. And so I
boarded a train for a 3-day
Journey that took me from
CA to NY – avoiding the
great indignities of the airlines and dodging the texting,
me-first, rude drivers on the
highways.
To my surprise, the thing
we take so much for granted
in our immediate world – the
sea of vineyards that we're so
used to seeing – was missing!
Aside from a few surprisingly
small pockets of vines snaking
up a hill or down into a valley
as the train crept through the
Sierras enroute to Reno, there
wasn't a vineyard to be seen.
Since all 50 states have a
wine industry, I thought for
sure I would catch a glimpse
of vineyards as I headed
east. But no! So I was left to
contemplate this over a very
acceptable bottle of Pinot
Gris with dinner onboard
Amtrak's California Zephyr.
A bit baffled, I decided to
hit the internet – curiosity

d r i v i n g m e t o re s e a rc h
the number of wineries in
each state I rolled through.
Statistics were illuminating!
Of course CA blew everyone
out of the wine pool with
4,130. Little wonder there
are vines everywhere we look!
Going west to east across the
country though, I thought
you would enjoy knowing
that Nevada has 4, Colorado
posted 115, Iowa's count was
93, Illinois registered 119,
Ohio came in at 161, Indiana
at 91, Pennsylvania has 245,
and NY boasted 367.
This led me to an obvious
observation: the climate
and physical differences of
each state which have a huge
impact on what grapes will
even survive. Well, except for
Nevada, many of these states
can be quite wet and cold and
it becomes very important to
match varietal to climate.
So here's a question for
you: what do Champagne,
Riesling, Chardonnay and
Pinot Noir have in common?
Answer: The best are all
produced in cooler climate
wine-making regions.
Which leads to an
important wine conference
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that took place last month
in... England, “ The 9th
Annual International Cool
Climate Wine Symposium.”
England! Who would have
thought? France, Italy, Spain
or Germany, yes. But the UK
isn't the first country to come
to mind when thinking about
wine now, is it? Still, England
has given us some of the most
famous wine writers and
authorities in the industry!
Check the internet for names
like Hugh Johnson, Jancis
Robinson, Oz Clarke, Fiona
Beckett, Clive Coates and, of
course, Steven Spurrier who
organized the famous Paris
Wine Tasting of 1976 – the
one that put CA wines on the
world wine map.
With the trend in the
fine wine market for fresher,
crisper, lower-alcohol wines
this conference should be
particularly exciting and
relevant. How I would love to
be there!
Anyhow, it wasn't until
the third day of my crosscountry sojurn that the vines
finally appeared. But these
looked very different than the
ones we're used to seeing. I
puzzled over this for many
miles down the track until I
learned that these vines were
the source of Welch's grape
juice! Oh how easily we forget
that there are grapes grown for
other than wine. Somehow,
it just didn't seem right!
So now, it's back to the
curiosity and humor of wine
descriptions that baffle and
add the levity we've come
to expect when we pick up
a wine magazine or read an
email that has crept into our
inbox.
First, I came across one
that definitely “works” for me
– what a surprise and delight.
It came from Karen McNeil,
the author of The Wine Bible,
about a Pellé Sancerre she had

tasted. It read: “This is the
Ingrid Bergman of Sancerres
– ravishing, polished, and
effortlessly elegant. One of the
best things about top Sancerre
is the captivating tension
between acidity and fruit. This
Pellé has that, plus absolutely
vivid smoky/minerally flavors.
Pellé himself was considered
one of the legendary masters
of the sauvignon blanc grape,
and now his family carries on,
making wines that are widely
admired. I cannot imagine
Spring without this.” Doesn't
this sound wonderful? I
definitely will look for it.
And now, here are a few
that confound and infuriate
– wines I'd put back on
the shelf: a wine described
as having a “voluptuous”
personality – with a
“dense core and profound
aromatics...an Hermitagelike graphite and minerality
on the nose...relatively soft
and plush on the palate, with

plenty of baby fat sitting on a
firm core of tannin.” Huh?
Or how about: “Aromas
of dusty chocolate, clove,
plum, anise, caramel, teriyaki,
and juniper berry emanate
from the glass, followed
by flavors of black pepper,
tobacco, vanilla, cherr y
cola and tomato.” Teriyaki?
Tomato? And flavors of
tobacco?
And finally: “Suave and
refined, with rich, dense
flavors of dried berry, dark
plum, rose petal and bramble.
Offers fine-grained tannins
and accents of green olive.
Finishes with hints of hot
stone, dried beef and white
pepper.” Flavors of rose petal
and bramble? Accents of
green olive? Hot stone and
dried beef?
So on that note, go
forth and enjoy your wine
– however you describe it –
with a smile.
Cheers!

